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9 Claims. (Cl 179-16) 
This invention relates to automatic telephone 

and like Selective Systems and is concerned more 
particularly with improved arrangements for the 
repetition of dialed or similar impulses in Such 
Systems. The arrangements contemplated are 
of the kind in which provision is made to ensure 
as far as possible that the repeated impulses have 
“make' and “break' periods of lengths, which are 
not less than the minimum required for satisfac 
tory impulsing even though the received impulses 
are distorted in form. 

Like many arrangements of the kind referred 
to, the arrangements according to the invention 
are only adapted to operate satisfactorily in re 
sponse to a received train of impulses so long as 

20 ing distorted received impulses. 
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the conditions are such that any necessary cor 
rection can be applied by causing the "make' to 
"break' ratio of repeated impulses to differ from 
the “make' to “break' ratio of the correspond 

It will herein 
after always be assumed that Such conditions ob 
tain. The arrangements are adapted both to 
lengthen the 'make' periods at the expense of 
the "break' periods when necessary and to 

a lengthen the “break' periods at the expense of 
the “nake' periods when necessary. 
According to the present invention, impulses 

received on an impulse-receiving relay are re 
peated over an outgoing or apparatus-control 
ling circuit by a combination of contacts of three 
different relays which combination comprises an 
impulse-repeating contact of the said impulse 
receiving relay connected in Series With the Out 
going or controlling circuit, a primary auxiliary 
contact connected in Series With the said in 
pulse-repeating contact, and a Second auxiliary 
contact connected in parallel with the said im 
pulse-repeating contact, the Said primary and 
Second auxiliary contacts being respectively. Con 
tacts of primary and secondary auxiliary relays 
which relays are controlled by the impulse re 
ceiving relay in such a manner that one of the 
auxiliary contacts operates to tend to prevent the 
“make' periods of repeated impulses being short 

5 er than is permissible and that the other oper 
ates to tend to prevent the 'break' periods of 
repeated impulses being shorter than is permis 
sible. The apparatus-controlling circuit may be 
for example a circuit controlling a step-by-step 
Switch or an impulse-repeating relay. 

In the arrangements especially contemplated, 
the impulse-repeating contact is a 'make' coin 
tact adapted to repeat "break' impulses, and the 
primary and secondary auxiliary contacts are re 
spectively a “make” contact of the primary aux 

iliary relay and a "break' contact of the Sec 
ondary auxiliary relay, it being arranged that 
during impulsing the primary auxiliary relay, di 
rectly controls the secondary auxiliary relay by 
a “make' contact and has its own control circuit 
arranged so that an operating circuit is Only 
completed for it when the condition arises that 
the impulse-receiving relay is operated and the 
Secondary auxiliary relay is unoperated and SO 
that when operated it only has its circuit opened 
when the condition arises that the impulse-re 
ceiving relay is unoperated and the Secondary 
auxiliary relay is operated. 
The drawings, comprising FigS. 1 and 2, when 

placed side by side show by way of example an 
outgoing relay set in which impulse correcting 
arrangements of this character are incorporated. 
In this outgoing junction relay set, A is the im 
pulse-receiving relay and d is the impulse-re 
peating contact thereof. AA is the primary a UX 
iliary relay with a "make' contact ad3 Which 
serves as the primary auxiliary contact, and AB 
is the secondary auxiliary relay with a “break' 
contact ab4 which serves as the secondary auxil 
iary contact. During impulsing, the primary 
auxiliary relay AA directly controls the Second 
ary auxiliary relay AB by a "make' contact (C4, 
and has its own control circuit arranged so that 
an operating Circuit is only completed for it when 
the condition arises that contact a2 is operated 
and contact ab? is unoperated and so that when 
operated it only has its circuit opened when the 
condition arises that contact t2 is unoperated 
and contact ab2 is operated. The two conditions 
just mentioned are obviously A operated, AB un 
Operated on the One hand and A unoperated, AB 
operated on the other hand. The normal cycle 
of operations of relays A, AA, and AB during the 
receipt of a train of impulses is A releases, AA 
releases, AB releases, A operates, AA Operates, AB 
Operates. . . . . . 

In the arrangements just referred to as being 
especially contemplated, the minimum “break' 
period as regards repeated impulses is deter 
mined by the fact that the primary auxiliary re 
lay when released necessarily stays released with 
the primary auxiliary contact open until the 
secondary auxiliary relay has also aSSurned the 
released condition, while the minimum “make' 
period as regards repeated impulses is determined 
by the fact that the primary auxiliary relay when 
operated necessarily remains operated with the 
primary auxiliary contact closed until the sec 
ondary auxiliary relay has also assumed the op 
erated condition, opening of the impulse-repeat 
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2 
ing contact prior to this being ineffective as re 
gards opening the outgoing or apparatus-con 
trolling circuit owing to the presence of the sec 
ondary auxiliary contact. Thus, for example, if 
in the case of the outgoing junction relay set 
illustrated a received impulse-'break' interven 
ing between "make' conditions which are of 
ample length is unduly short but causes relay A 
to be released long enough to release the primary 
auxiliary relay AA, then a “break' is repeated 
by contacts ai and aa3 which is of a length 
which depends on the sum of a number of time 
periods. These time periods are the time which 
elapses between the opening of the contacts of 
Irelay A and the release of relay AA (relays AA 
and AB will of course have Operated during the 
ample 'make' condition prior to the beginning 
of the 'break'), the time which elapses between 
the opening of contact aa, and the release of the 
Secondary auxiliary relay AB, and the time which 
elapses between the closure of contact db and 
the re-operation of relay AA. Again, if in the 
case of the Outgoing junction relay set illustrated 
a 'make' period intervening between received 
"breaks' of ample length is unduly short but 
causes relay A to be operated long enough to op 
erate the primary auxiliary relay AA, then a 
"make' is repeated by contacts aa3 and ab4 which 
is of a length which depends on the time which 
elapses between the Operation of the contacts of 
relay AA and the operation of the secondary aux 
iliary relay AB. In other words, the minimum 
"break' period depends on the releaselag of the 
primary auxiliary relay, the release lag of the 
Secondary auxiliary relay, and the operating lag 
of the primary auxiliary relay, while the mini 
imum 'nake' period depends on the operating 
lag of the Secondary auxiliary relay. 

It should be noted that With the arrangements 
which have been described as being especially 
contemplated, a momentary change of condition 
of the impulse-receiving relay due to switching 
Operations at a preceding circuit might very well 
cause an impulse "break' of minimum length to 
be given in so far as the outgoing or apparatus 
controlling circuit is concerned. To prevent this 
fact causing any difficulty the impulse-receiving 
relay is preferably of the type designed to hold 
operated on currents of very low value so that 
it does not respond to transient changes of cur 
rent Which are not due to the complete opening 
of its circuit. The use of Such a relay tends to 
cause the operated periods of the relay to be 
prolonged at the expense of the released periods, 
but the effect of this on the repetition of im 
pulses is neutralised by the operating lag of the 
primary auxiliary relay. 

It has also been found desirable to arrange 
that the secondary auxiliary relay releases much 
more quickly than it operates, and that the 
amount of magnetisation which its magnetic cir 
cuit undergoes as a result of the comparatively 
long energisation of the Operating Winding prior 
to the commencement of an impulse train is lim 
ited by a resistance in series with this winding 
Which resistance is short-circuited during the 
receipt of a train of impulses. In the outgoing 
junction relay Set illustrated, the secondary aux 
iliary relay AB is caused to have the desired 
operating and releasing characteristics by pro 
Viding it. With a winding (II) in addition to its 
operating winding (I), this winding (II) being 
normally shunted by a circuit comprising a re 
sistance YG in series with the "break' contact 
ab3 of the relay. By suitably choosing the re 

2,285,843 
sistance YG the required operating lag may read 
ily be obtained. The operating winding (I) of 
the relay normally has both resistances YE and 
YF in series with it, but resistance YE is short 
circuited during the receipt of a train of impulses 
by the “nake' contact c4 of a non-preoperated 
dialling relay C. 

In the arrangements according to the inven 
tion, none of the relays provided for the pur 
poses of impulse correction need be of the slow-l 
to-release type having a copper slug Or sleeve On 
the. COre. 
The operation of the outgoing junction relay 

set shown in the accompanying draWingS Will noW 
be described in detail, it being assumed that the l 
set is connected at the outgoing end of an inter 
exchange junction in an automatic telephone Sys 
tem... The positive, negative, and private ('P') 
wires incoming to the relay Set (on the left of 
the drawing) are multipled over the banks of a 
group of selectors. The positive and negative 
wires outgoing from the relay set (on the right 
of the drawing) are connected to the tWO Wires 
of the inter-exchange junction. This junction 
serves for calls which are routed automatically 
at the distant end and which do not differ from 
one another as regards the fee to be charged. 
The relay set has a feeding bridge with im 

pulse-receiving relay A and resistances YC and 
YD on the incoming side and high-impedance 
relay I and polarised answering supervisory re 
lay D on the outgoing side. The two condensers 
which link the incoming line wires to the outgo 
ing line wires are designated QA and QB. The 
relay set is adapted to revert multi-metering im 
pulses to preceding apparatus. 
When the relay set is free with its apparatus 

at normal, it tests free to a searching Selector 
by reason of the absence of earth on the incom 
ing 'P' wire. 
a call by such a selector, relay A is operated in 
a circuit which includes the impulsing loop which 
is controlling the setting up of the call. The 
circuit for relay A is earth, back contact did2, 
winding (I) of relay A, the loop via the incom 
ing speaking wires, winding (II) of relay A, back 
contacts br2 and did, resistances YC and YD, 
battery. The impulse-repeating contact a? closes 
a point in a calling loop across the outgoing line 
wires, and contact a2 operates the primary aux 
iliary relay AA and the release relay B in cir 
cuits over contacts ab and ab2 respectively. 
Contacts. da and aa2 close alternative circuits 
for relay AA, one circuit for this relay now being 
dependent only on relay A. Contact da2 also 
closes a holding circuit for relay B. The primary 
auxiliary contact aa3 closes a further point in 
the calling loop across the Outgoing line wires, 
and contact aa, operates the Secondary auxiliary 
relay AB on its winding (I) in a circuit over re 
sistances YE and YF. Contacts ab and ab2 
operate without immediate effect, contact ab3 
opens the shunt across winding (II) of relay AB 
to render the relay more quick to release, and 
the secondary auxiliary contact ab4 Operates 
without immediate effect. Contact b connects 
earth over back contact de to the incoming 'P' 
wire for engaging and holding purposes, and thus 
With contact b2 closes an operating circuit for 
relay HA including resistance Y.A. Contacts ha? 
and ha2 complete the calling loop Over the out 
going line wires and contact has closes an al 
ternative circuit for relay HA. The calling loop 
includes the winding of relay I and the operat 
ing winding. (I) of relay D, the latter winding 
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2,235,343 
being shunted by a rectifier MRA. Relay I oper 
ates on the current which flows round the loop 
from the distant end, but this current is not in 
the right, direction to operate, relay D. Contact 
if closes a circuit over contacts bri and b4 for 
the polarising winding (II) of relay D. The re 
lay set is now in a condition to repeat trains of 
impulses to the automatic equipment at the dis 
tant end of the junction. 
When the impulse-receiving relay A releases 

in response to the first implse of the first train to 
be repeated, contact at opens the outgoing loop 
to initiate the repetition of the impulse and con 
tact a2 releases the primary auxiliary relay AA, 
Back contact da2 closes a circuit for operating 
the dialling relay C on its two windings in series, 
the primary auxiliary contact aa3 opens to en 
sure that the repeated “break' has at least the 
minimum value as already explained, and con 
tact aa 4 initiates the release of the secondary 
auxiliary relay AB. Contact cf closes a short 
circuit across relay I and winding (I) of relay D 
to provide a low-impedance loop for impulsing 
and relay I consequently releases, contact c2 
closes an operating circuit for relay BB, Contact 
c3 short-circuits the low-resistance winding (I) 
of relay C to render the relay slow to release, 
and contact c4 short-circuits resistance YE to 
modify the operating circuit of relay AB. It 
has been found desirable to arrange that con 
tacts cl and c3 make at a late stage in the Op 
eration of relay C. The repeated "break' is 
terminated when relay AA is reoperated as the 
result of the closure of a circuit over contacts a2 
and ab, i. e. is terminated as Soon as relay AA 
is reoperated by the occurrence of a condition 
in which relay AB is unoperated and relay A is 
operated. The succeeding repeated “make' 
cannot be shorter than the operating lag of the 
secondary auxiliary relay AB, since it must at 
least persist until the secondary auxiliary contact 
ab4 again opens. That this is so is due to the 
fact that the primary auxiliary relay AA (and 
hence the primary auxiliary contact aa3) when 
operated remains operated, due to the circuit 
over contacts aa2, ab2, and aal, until the sec 
ondary auxiliary relay is operated. Relay C be 
ing slow to release holds during the receipt of 
the impulse train due to the intermittent energi 
sation of its high-resistance winding (I). AS 
usual the release relay B also holds during the 
receipt of the train. When relay BB operates, 
contact bb2 operates relay MD on its winding (I) 
in a circuit, over contacts brf, b and d. At the 
end of the impulse train, relay C releases. and 
relay I consequently reoperates, closing at Con 
tact i3 a circuit over contacts bb and bb3...in 
which slow-to-release relay BB is held operated. 
It may be of use to record here that the relays 
operated at this stage are A, AA, AB, B, HA, BB, 
MD, and I. m 
Subsequent impulse trains are repeated in a 

similar manner, excepting of course that contact 
c2 merely holds relay BB operated during the 
repetition of a train instead of actually oper 
atting this relay. 

If the called party is free, ringing tone cur 
rent is received over the junction and passes via 
condensers QA and QB to the calling party. 
When the called party anSWers the call, contacts 
at the distant end of the junction effect a re 
versal of current in the line wires in the well 
known manner to effect the operation of the 
polarised answering supervisory relay D. Con 
tact df releases relay MD and closes a point in 

3. 
the circuit of winding (I) of relay DA, and con 
tact d2 operates relay DD. Contacts didt and 
did2 effect a reversal of current in the incoming 
line Wires to repeat the answering Supervisory 
signal in case this should be necessary. . It 
would be necessary for example in the case where 
the connection set up via the relay set does not 
originate at the exchange in Which the relay Set 
is situated. Contact did3 closes a holding cir 
cuit for relay BB. Relay. A releases nomen 
tarily due to the changing over of contacts did 
and dd2, but relay MD is sufficiently slow to re 
lease to ensure that contact a is guarded by a 
circuit over contact mdl. Wires S and Z are 
cyclically and in sequence, by means of the coin 
tinuously-operated interrupter contacts shown 
Connected to them, connected to battery instead 
of earth. There is a substantial interval be 
tWeen the times. When Wires S and Z are Con 
nected to battery. The period for which Wire Z. 
is connected to battery starts before and covers 
the period during which battery pulses to ef 
fect multi-metering are applied to wire MP by 
the continuously-operated interrupter contact to 
which this wire is connected. The purposes 
served by wires S and Z and the associated ap 
paratus are firstly to ensure that metering is not 
effected unless, the answering Supervisory relay 
D remains operated for a reasonable time and 
secondly to disconnect the metering relays when 
metering has been effected. Assuming that re 
lay D remains operated for the requisite tine, 
relay DA operates on its winding (I) in a cir 
cuit over wire S and contacts db, d, b4 and brf, 
and after the substantial interval already re 
ferred to relay DB is operated in the circuit bat 
tery, interrupter contact connected to wire Z, 
wire Z, winding (I) of relay DB, contacts b6 and 
da, holding winding (II) of relay DA, earth. 
During the interval relay DA is held on its hold 
ing winding (III) in a circuit which is depend 
ent on contact did and which is hence indirectly 
dependent on relay D. Relay DB locks up for 
the duration of the call on its winding (II) in a 
circuit over resistance YB. Contact db opens 
a point in the circuit of Winding (I) of relay DA 
to prevent subsequent re-operation of this relay, 
and contact db3 closes in the circuit of relay DC, 
So that this last-mentioned relay responds to 
those multi-metering pulses which are applied 
to wire MP during the period for which relay DA 
remains operated. Relay DA actually releases 
as Soon as its Winding (II) is de-energised when 
the battery is removed from wire Z. Each time 
relay DC is impulsed, contact dc, 
booster battery potential to the incoming pri 
wate wire in place of the usual holding earth. 
If the calling party is a subscriber belonging to 
the exchange in which the relay set is situated, 
the meter of this party is operated in the Wei 
known manner at each application of booster 
battery. The booster battery circuit includes a 
heat coil HC and a resistance YM. 

If at the end of the call the calling party clears 
first, then relay. A releases and at contact a 
opens the loop across the outgoing junction Wires, 
releasing relays I and D and initiating the re 
lease of the apparatus at the distant end of the 
junction. The opening of contact a 2 releases 
relay AA. The opening of contact d2 aind iront 
contact d releases relay DD, and the closing 
of back contact d operates relay MD, The fall 
ing back of contact act2 initiates the slow re 
lease of relay B and operates relay C, and the 
opening of contact act releases relay AB. Con 
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4. 

relay BB. When relay B releases, contact b3 
releases relay C, contact b4 initiates the slow re 
lease of relays MD and BB, and contact b5 re 
leases relay DB. When relay MD releases, con 
tact md3 removes the holding earth from the 
incoming 'P' Wire to initiate the release of the 
preceding apparatus and also releases relay HA. 
The Outgoing junction relay set is then ready for 
use on another call. 

If the called party clears before the calling 
party, relay D releases and brings about the re 
lease of relay DD and the re-operation of relay 
MD. Contacts did and did2 cause the current 
in the incoming line wires to revert to its orig 
inal direction to repeat the clearing signal in 
Case this should be necessary. When the call 
ing party clears, the release of the connection 
proceeds in a manner similar to that described 
above. 

If the called party is not free when called, then 
busy tone and lamp flash conditions are applied 
to the junction at the distant end thereof. The 
busy tone is heard by the calling party and relay 
I releases during lamp flash periods. On the first 
release of relay I, the opening of contact i3 re 
leases relay BB. On the next operation of relay I, 
relay BR is operated in a circuit over contacts 
mid2, bb, i3, bb3, and a2. Contact br3 closes a 
short-circuit across contacts da3 and a to guard 
against subsequent release of relays A and AA 
during the repetition of the lamp flash signals, 
and contact bra closes a circuit for the holding 
winding (II) of relay MD, an alarm lamp AL, and 
a common delayed alarm relay PA. On the Sec 
ond release of relay I, contact i2 closes, a circuit 
over contact bri in which relay DD operates. 
With contact br2 operated, the operation of con 
tacts did, and did2 results in the application of 
a lamp flash condition (i.e. battery on both wires) 
to the incoming line wires, so that the lamp flash 
signals received over the junction are repeated 
over the incoming wires in case this should be 
necessary. Relay BR is held during lamp flash 
periods in a circuit over contact did3. Relay A 
releases during these periods, and at contact d2 
brings about the release of relays AA, AB, and B, 
and the momentary re-operation of relay C, but 
these changes of condition of these relays are 
Without effect. 
When the calling party clears, relay. A cannot 

any longer be or remain operated during a tone 
period, and consequently relay BR releases, since 
the holding circuit for this relay via contacts a2, 
bb3, 3, bb, and mid-2 previously closed at contact 
C2. during tone periods remains permanently 
open. The Opening of contact br3 brings about 
the release of relay I and the apparatus at the 
distant end of the junction, and the opening of 
contact bri releases relay MD and extinguishes 
alarm lamp AL. Contact mad3 on opening re 
moves the holding earth from the incoming "P' 
wire to initiate the release of the preceding ap 
paratus and also releases relay HA. The outgoing 
junction relay set is then ready for use on another 
Call. 

I claim: 
1. An impulse repeater comprising a series 

parallel arrangement of three contacts in an out 
going circuit, and means controlled by electrical 
impulses received over an incoming circuit for 
operating said contacts thereby to transmit im 
pulses over said outgoing circuit, one of the par 
allel contacts at times initiating each of the in 
pulses transmitted over the outgoing circuit, the 
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tact c2 closes a temporary holding circuit for other of the parallel contacts at other times ini 

tiating each of the impulses transmitted over the 
Outgoing circuit, and the series contact terminat 
ing each impulse transmitted Over the outgoing 
circuit. . * . 

2. In a signalling system, an impulse receiving 
relay, an impulse sending circuit including a con 
tact of said relay, and two interdependent relays 
controlled by said impulse receiving relay each 
having a contact in said sending circuit, said two 
relays cooperating to prevent said sending circuit 
from being opened less than a predetermined in 
terval of time or closed less than a predetermined 
interval of time during the sending of any impulse. 

3. In an electrical signalling system, an im 
pulse sending circuit, an impulsing contact con 
nected in said circuit and operated by impulses 
of a certain character, and means including a 
contact connected in series with said impulsing 
contact and another contact connected in par 
allel with said impulsing contact operating to 
prevent Said circuit from being opened less than 
a predetermined interval of time or closed less 
than a predetermined interval of time during 
the sending of any impulse. 

4. In an electrical signalling system, a line, two 
contacts connected in Series in said line, means 
controlled by impulses of a certain character for 
opening and closing one of said contacts in ac 
cordane with those impulses, means for opening 
the other of Said contacts during the time said 
first, contact is open and for closing said other 
contact after said first contact is closed, whereby 
the character of impulses transmitted over said 
line is determined by the opening of said one con 
tact and the closing of said other contact, and 
timing means operating to prevent the closing of 
Said other contact within a predetermined inter 
val of time after the opening of said other con 
tact. 

5. In an electrical signalling system, a line, two 
contacts connected in series in said line, impulse 
operated means for opening one of Said contacts 
responsive to the initiation of an impulse, for 
then Opening the other of Said contact in timed 
relationship to the opening of said one contact, 
for then closing said one contact responsive to 
the termination of said impulse, and at times for 
then closing said other contact in timed rela 
tionship to the closing of Said one contact, and 
auxiliary means controlling said other contact 
effective at times to close said other contact in 
timed relationship to the opening of said other 
contact. 

6. In a signalling System, a line, a line relay 
responsive to impulses transmitted over said line, 
a Second relay normally operated responsive to 
each operation of the line relay and released re 
Sponsive to each release of the line relay, an out 
going line having contacts of said two relays seri 
ally connected therein to control the transmission 
of impulses thereover, and means controlling both 
the minimum time that said second relay shall 
have been Operated before it can be released by 
said first relay and the minimum time that said 
Second relay Shall have been released before it 
can be operated by said first relay. 

7. In a signalling system, an incoming line, an 
outgoing line, and three relays for controlling the 
transmission of impulses over said outgoing line, 
a first one of the relays energized and deemergized 
responsive to the corresponding energization and 
deenergization of the Second one of the relays, 
said Second relay controlled conjointly by the first 
relay and the third relay whereby it is energized 
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2,285,848 
only when the deenergization of the first relay 
concurs with the energization of the third relay 
and is deemergized only when the energization of 
the first relay concurs With the deemergization of 
the third relay, said third relay being connected 
to the incoming line and energized thereover 
during one portion of each impulse and deener 
gized during another portion of each impulse. 

8. In combination, a first relay and a Second 
relay, both deenergized, a line, a line relay ener 
gized responsive to current flow over said line, 
a contact on said line relay thereupon closing an 
energizing circuit for Said first relay, contacts 
on said first relay thereupon closing a holding 
circuit for said first relay and an energizing cir 
cuit for said second relay, said holding circuit in 
cluding a normally closed contact on said second 
relay in parallel with Said contact on the line re 
lay, Said normally closed contact insuring that 
Said first relay remains energized at least during 
the energizing of Said second relay, said first relay 

5 
at times remaining energized thereafter over the 
contact on said line relay if the current continues 
to flow over said line after the energization of 
said Second relay. 

9. In combination, a first relay and a second 
relay, a circuit controlled by Said first relay for 
energizing the Second relay in timed relationship 
to every energization of the first relay and for 
deenergizing said second relay in timed relation 
ship to every deemergization of said first relay, a 
line, a line relay responsive to impulses received 
over the line, and a circuit controlled conjointly 
by said line relay and said second relay for ener 
gizing said first relay only when an energization 
of said line relay concurs with a deenergization 
of Said Second relay and for deenergizing said 
first relay only when a deemergization of said line 
relay concurs with an energization of said second 
relay. 
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